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In 1986, a Palestinian terrorist shot writer Laura Blumenfeld's father. greater than a decade
later, Blumenfeld, a reporter for The Washington Post, made up our minds to discover the guy
who attempted to kill her dad; she additionally desired to find out about vengeance. “I used to
be trying to find the shooter, yet I additionally was once searching for a few form of wisdom,”
she writes. “I desired to grasp revenge.” Blumenfeld interviews a number of people, from
spiritual figures to assassins, in regards to the that means of revenge. the center of the book,
though, is her personal trip to discover the guy who pulled the trigger. First she locates his
kinfolk and learns brilliant information about his life--he used to be a standout in his publicrelations direction on the collage of Bethlehem. Blumenfeld's personal feelings should not
faraway Revenge from the outside of this narrative. whilst she meets the shooter's personal
father, for instance, she asks herself: “Am I alleged to shoot him Revenge now?” ultimately she
starts off a creepy correspondence with the gunman, who's in prison. Their letters backward and
forward are oddly compelling--at first the shooter does not be aware of her genuine identity,
notwithstanding she ultimately unearths it. within the end, Blumenfeld says her quest helped her
locate wish in a deadly world, at the same time the ultimate phrases of her e-book mirror upon
September eleven and its instant aftermath, while such a lot Revenge of different american
citizens longed for his or her personal vengeance. --John Miller
i am not certain what i presumed i used to be making a choice on up while I asked Laura
Blumenfeld's ebook Revenge from the library. If i might thought of extra carefully, i would have
concept that Ms. Blumenfeld could outline revenge after which express how it is practiced
throughout cultures earlier than sharing various tales from Revenge quite a few international
locations and from throughout history.That's now not precisely what Revenge is about, even
though it does contain a few aim dialogue of what revenge is and the way a few humans adopt
it.Revenge is Blumenfeld's memoir in response to her father's taking pictures in the course of
her freshman yr of college. Her father, a rabbi, have been vacationing Jerusalem's Western
Wall while a tender Palestinian scholar Revenge randomly selected Revenge to shoot him. As a
journalist later operating for The Washington Post, Blumenfeld's heritage and event allowed her
to discover her personal emotions and Revenge pursue her personal reasons below the guise
of writing approximately revenge. (Actually, it really is doubtful to me even if her booklet used to
be meant from its inception to be a memoir in response to her desire for revenge or even if her
pursuit of the private in the course of her examine triggered her to show what have been meant
as whatever extra goal right into a memoir.)What effects is a hugely readable tale within which
Blumenfeld manages Revenge to painting herself as naive and irrational, but sympathetic. (I
marveled at her ability in doing so simply because all through i used to be additionally conscious
of her expertise and intelligence as a writer.) although I sympathized along with her sufferer and
long-suffering husband, Baruch, I however sought after Blumenfeld to discover the way to get
previous her hope for a few type of popularity or restitution for her father. all year long that she
researched her book, Blumenfeld daydreamed approximately assembly the fellow who shot her
father ("the shooter" is how she refers to him) and shaking him to make him reply to her anger
and frustration in regards to the event. To make him see her father and herself as those who

matter. but she additionally desired to reconcile her visceral urge together with her extra rational
experience of justice, the necessity for due process, and the reasonable software of law. Her
quest to appreciate her personal force for revenge drives her story.I came upon the tip of her
story relatively satisfying, specifically the lead-up to the climactic second whilst she meets the
shooter. in lots of ways, i discovered Blumenfeld's quest admirable and thought-provoking.
What may I do if a person had shot my father, unprovoked, and for ideological purposes that did
not contain him? What might you do?
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